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Purpose

When people communicate with dogs we use hand signals and words. We 
assume they can tell the difference from similar sounding words. We know dogs 
can communicate to humans using electronics buttons with recorded audio. My 
purpose is to see if dogs can distinguish words that sound alike without other 
clues (hand gestures).



Question

Can dogs learn human words by only sounds? While we know dogs can learn 
human words by signals and treats, very few know human words by only sounds. 
In this experiment, I will test with buttons to see if dogs understand words and by 
sounds alone without other clues.



Hypothesis 

Based on my research, I expect my dog to be able to identify 2 of the four words. 
The two words she will be successful with are “walk” and “eat” because she will 
not have to distinguish these words from similar sounding words. She will not be 
successful with “play” and “water” because these words will have to be 
distinguished from similar sounding words.



Variables 

Independent variables:

The similarities of word sounds.

Dependent variable: 

My dogs ability to distinguish similar sounding words.

Controlled variable:

Same treats, same main words, same time



Materials

A dog

Treats 

8 recordable buttons

Data collection sheet

Pencil

A space to work with my dog without distractions



Procedure 

1. Gather materials
2. Press all recorded buttons
3. Let my dog press one
4. Say yes or no if she was correct or incorrect
5. Tally her score
6. Repeat steps 2-5, 10 times
7. Mix the buttons up
8. Record new words on the buttons
9. See if she understands the next target word by repeating step 2-6

10. Repeat step 2-6 until I have completed all 4 target words



Eat Dance

Live Cry

Here I have 4 completely different 
words. The word I want her to Identify is 
“EAT”. I will press all the buttons so she 
hears the words. Then I will let her 
press them. If she presses the right one 
she gets a treat!

“No.”
“No.”

YES!

But if she doesn’t get it right than I 
click the right button and give her a 
treat. If I do not I will likely lose her 
attention.



Pictures



Day Tries until PLAY is 
pushed (with similar 
sounding words)

Tries until WATER is 
pushed (with similar 
sounding words)

Tries until WALK is 
pushed (with different 
sounding words)

Tries until EAT is pushed 
(with different sounding 
words)

12/20 2 1 6 5

12/21 1 4 10+ 3

12/22 3 5 5 1

12/23 1 7 1 1

12/26 1 1 7 1

12/27 1 6 2 5

12/28 8 3 4 1

12/29 3 2 4 2

12/30 3 5 6 3

Totals 23 34 45 22

Data





Results

After 9 days of testing, it took an average of 2.555 tries for my dog to select the 
target word “play”(hard), average of 3.777 tries for “water” (hard), average of 5 
tries for “walk” (easy), and an average of 2.444 tries for “eat” (easy). 

The easiest word to identify was “eat”, and the hardest word was “water”. The 
easy words averaged to 3.722 tries and the hard words averaged to 3.166. 



Conclusion

In conclusion this project did not work out the way I thought it would. My dog 
struggled to pay attention to me and was just focused on getting treats. She also 
had a pattern. My dog would often hit the third to the right button even though I 
mixed the buttons up every time. 

My hypothesis was based on tests done on dogs that said dogs cannot recognize 
similar sounding words but can identify some different sounding words.  My results 
did not support my hypothesis. If I were to do this experiment again I would have 
used new target words that my dog already knew. I could also use higher rewards 
to hold her attention.
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